The preferred partner for your development

Ugitech, the benchmark for meeting the challenges of the automotive industry of the future.
» Reducing CO$_2$ emissions, downsizing
» Increasing safety constraints
» And always more reliability

Lighter weight
Thanks to materials with ever higher mechanical properties.

More dynamic: materials with optimum magnetic properties
» Gasoline Direct Injection (pump, injectors, etc.)
• Diesel injection
• Pressure sensors, injection rail parts with required gas tightness
• Turbo and EGR parts

Ability to withstand fatigue, high pressures and temperatures
Materials with improved cleanliness and resistance.

Active and passive safety systems
» Braking system (ABS/ESP...)
» Airbags and weight sensors

Exhaust gas treatment systems
» NOx and O$_2$ sensors
» SCR valve

We are constantly improving the carbon balance of our industrial plants.
An unrivalled product range

Grades
More than 300 different commercial grades suitable for your applications.
» Improved cleanliness
  - Traditionnal air-melted material, but with guaranteed cleanliness
  - UGIPURE® remelted grade
» Improved machinability for maximum productivity in UGIMA® and UGIMA® HM mass-production machining
• UGIPERM® with optimised magnetic properties
• UGIWELD™ and EXHAUST® F1-Evo for welding
• UGIPURE® - UGIPLEX® - SPRINOX® for high-performance springs

Sizes and finishes
Millions of possibilities!
» Round, hexagonal, square bars, sizes 1.5 to 250 mm, depending on grades and finish
» Wire rod: 5 to 32 mm
» Drawn wires: 0.011 to 18 mm
Heat treatment and finishes to order.
Large choice of packaging.
Best state of the art non-destructive tests (ultrasounds, phased-array, eddy currents).

Ugitech World Class Management

Quality
» Technologically top-level installations and controlled production processes.
» A proven Quality Assurance system for constant product quality.
» Continuous progress management shared by all, with a "zero defect" philosophy.
» ISO/TS 16 949 – VDA 6.3 – ISO 9 001 – ISO 14 001 certified production plants for more than 10 years.

Innovation
Unparalleled research resources for developing solutions to suit your needs and improve your competitiveness.

Delivery times
» Reliability and flexibility of our factories.
» Local logistics solutions throughout the world for increased security of supply.
» Leading European producer with appropriate production capacities for providing you with long-term support.

Sales
An experienced network with teams specially trained in automotive applications to serve and support you throughout the world.